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Abstract: A consistent mesh refinement study, relating to the prediction of aerodynamic forces about an experimentally13

validated reference train geometry, is presented in this paper. The flow about a high-speed train has a multi-scale14

character which poses challenges for the design of computationally effective meshes. The purpose of this study is to15

assist in the development of guidelines for effective drag prediction of high-speed trains using numerical simulation.16

These guidelines should assist CFD practitioners by identifying the regions of the mesh that are critical for the correct17

estimation of drag as well as providing information on appropriate mesh characteristics, such as volume and surface18

element length scales. Numerical assessments are validated against an experimental drag measurement program and19

the extent to which RANS is sufficiently predictive for industrial design is discussed. The results obtained in the work20

suggest that the mesh about the train nose is essential for the proper assessment of the aerodynamic drag acting on the21

vehicle22
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1 Introduction24

Stringent safety requirements over a wide range of operational conditions are applied to modern high speed trains.25

An understanding of the aerodynamic forces acting on a vehicle is mandatory, especially under crosswind con-26

ditions, in order to construct useful operational safety constraints. The measurement of force coefficients for27

full-scale vehicles is optimal but expensive, and normal practices are geared towards the use of small-scale mod-28

els that can be tested inexpensively in wind tunnel experiments or by using full-scale-in-service vehicles (Baker,29

2010). However experimental methods are limited in scope with respect to the study of such questions as the30

optimization of vehicle shape over a range of design parameters. In comparison, computational methods have the31

potential to provide detailed flow information at a cost that is comparatively inexpensive over a much wider range32

of operational conditions. For example these methods can be used to determine optimal shape forms in terms of33

stability and drag constraints.34

35

The use of computational methods to assess the aerodynamic loading on trains has been recognized by the transport36

industry. For example the German standard EN 14067-6 (DB Netz AG, 2010) permits evaluation of aerodynamic37

forces by means of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations for full-scale or reduced model geometries.38

The guidelines for CFD in EN 14067-6 using RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) equations are stringent39

and give a specific error criterion that CFD calculations must satisfy. In particular the standard requires that com-40

puted integral forces cannot be accepted for certification work if variations against accepted reference values (i.e.41

experiment) differ by more than three percent. A major challenge in satisfying EN 14067-6 requirements is due42

to the multi-scale nature of the flow problem which is characterized by a large range of energetically significant43

flow scales. Small-scale geometrical features of a train, for example the underflow region between the track and44

the train base (Sima et al., 2008), inter-car gaps and bogie cavities, can generate unsteady flow structures which45

interact with larger flow scales and thereby influence the development of the aerodynamic forces acting on the46

train. The underflow region contains numerous complex flow phenomena and is characterized typically by regions47

of flow separation driven by both geometry and incipient pressure gradient effects, together with cross-sectional48

area changes due to the underside geometry (e.g. inter-car gaps). In addition, the wake region (Muld, 2012) is49

dominated by vortex shedding events which contribute to the complexity of the modeling problem. Another con-50

tribution to the train aerodynamic force balance is provided by a steady vortex system originating from the front51

nose of the train (Baker, 2010, 2014; H. N. Hemida and S. Krajnovic, 2010). The front nose also contributes52
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significantly to the train’s operational drag penalty. Figure 1 presents a breakdown of contributions to the total53

drag budget for a full-scale train under normal operating conditions in the absence of a cross-wind. Some caution

Figure 1: Contributions to the total drag of typical trains (Orellano, 2010)

54

must be taken in comparing this figure with scaled-model wind-tunnel data since important differences may exist,55

for example Reynolds number equivalence is often not possible. The figure serves, however, as a useful indicator56

of where the critical contributions to the operation drag budget are found. Pressure drag over the train and tail57

dominate. The next largest component is the total skin friction drag over the train, which can be expected to scale58

linearly with train length. Figure 1 implies that improvement in the prediction of head and tail drag as well as the59

skin friction drag will assist in the accurate assessment of operating costs for trains.60

61

Computational assessments of the flow about a train have been traditionally undertaken on the basis of well-62

established RANS methods. The results of these examinations have not been totally satisfactory. Weinman et al.63

(2013) and Fragner et al. (2015) compared computational estimates of integral forces and moments using well-64

resolved meshes against the NGT2 experiment of Haff et al. (2012). Computations were performed for Reynolds65

numbers over the range R ∈ [250000, 750000] with cross-wind conditions of up to 30 degrees. The computed66

integral force and moment coefficients, particularly drag, demonstrated differences against experimental measure-67

ments of up to 15 percent. Unsteady turbulent flow resolving methods demonstrate improved predictive capabilities68

over a wide range of unsteady flows when compared with RANS methods. H. N. Hemida and S. Krajnovic (2010)69

used Large Eddy Simulation to examine the flow over a high-speed train under cross-wind conditions. J. Mor-70

den and H.Hemida and C. Baker (2015) also investigated surface pressure loads using Delayed Detached Eddy71

Simulation (DDES) and a wind tunnel model. As with LES, improvements are often marginal and the efficiency72

of RANS methods – provided an appropriate turbulence model is available – can make it difficult to justify these73

computationally demanding approaches over RANS. Morden et al. obtained good results in computing vehicle74

surface pressure loads with RANS when using the Menter-SST model (Menter et al., 2003). Fragner et al. (2015)75

and Fragner and Deiterding (2016) validated highly resolved RANS, URANS, LES, Delayed Detached Eddy Sim-76

ulation (DDES), and Lattice Boltzmann (LBM) methods against the NGT2 experiments. Their work demonstrated77

improvement for DDES, LES and the LBM methods against conventional RANS in the prediction of the aerody-78

namic pitching moment however differences against the measured drag were still unsatisfactory. The LBM method79

used returned closer agreement with experiments and demonstrated a speedup of ∼ 16 against the competing fi-80

nite volume methods, due to a novel adaptive meshing technique (Deiterding, 2011) and the explicit calculation81

of the LBM partial density distribution advection step. However LBM methods remain restricted at present to82

the low Mach number range. Unsteady methods such as LES, DDES and LBM can present challenges for use83

in the industrial environment. Significant computational resources are usually required. These methods have not84

yet demonstrated a level of improvement over RANS methods in the prediction of vehicle aerodynamic loads that85

would justify their use. The earlier observation of Sima et al., who noted that traditional RANS methods would86

retain their importance for the foreseeable future, still remains valid today.87

88
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Investigation of the behavior of RANS methods when applied to the analysis of flows around trains is relevant89

for current industrial applications. A critical component of a RANS calculation is the design of the computational90

mesh. Mesh requirements for LES are often stated for simple flows and Spalart (2001) has provided a detailed guide91

for the generation of appropriate grids for hybrid RANS-LES methods such as DES. Detailed recommendations92

applicable in the design of RANS meshes for flows about trains appear to be absent in the literature. In this paper93

the influence of mesh resolution on the computed drag force of a model train is examined against experimental94

validation data and initial recommendations for the design of the mesh are provided. As part of this present study95

a series of experiments under low-speed flow conditions for a scaled model configuration were conducted using96

the cross-wind facility of the Simulation Center of Aerodynamic Research in Transportation (SCART) at the DLR97

Institute of Aerodynamics and Flow Technology located in Göttingen. This facility has been used successfully98

for the experimental measurements of aerodynamic forces acting on a range of ground based vehicles (Haff et al.,99

2012). The paper is organized as follows. Selection of the train model and experimental layout is provided in100

Section 2. Wind tunnel experiments are described in Section 3. An overview of the CFD geometry is given in101

Section 4 and Section 5 provides a description of the numerical tools used. Discussion on differences between the102

computed and experimental force coefficients, surface pressure distributions and wake flow structure are found in103

Section 6. Computational efficiency and conclusions are discussed in Sections 7 and 8, respectively.104

2 Train model and experimental setup105

For this paper a model consisting only of the main train aerodynamic surfaces and the wind tunnel is considered.106

Additional geometrical features, such as inter-car gaps and bogie cavities, are not considered in the present in-107

vestigation: the goal is to examine the influence of mesh resolution using the simplest representative geometry.108

Figure 2 illustrates the wind tunnel model as well as the coordinate system used for both the experiment and109

numerical calculation.110

Figure 2: Sketch of the experimental setup.

The reference system is aligned with the stationary inertial reference frame of the wind tunnel. Further details of111

the model can be seen in Figure 2. The model segments are fastened to a hollow steel 0.1x0.1 m2 beam. Two112

Kistler Piezo-electric sensors of type 9317-B are mounted between two 0.02 m thick steel plates, and two of these113

assemblies are located with a separation of 1.2 m on the steel beam. The lower parts of the assemblies are fixed114

to a 1.6 m x 0.2 m steel plate of 0.02 m thickness, which is embedded into the wooden wind tunnel splitter plate115

(3.302 m in length), using posts (see Figure 2). The plate extends from the left tunnel wall to the right tunnel wall.116

The mono-block model consists of two end cars connected via the steel beam at 1/15 scale of a full-sized vehicle.117

The model scale was chosen on the basis of a numerical study on the wind tunnel blocking effect as a function of118

the model scale (Fragner, 2015). A Pencil model head geometry is used (Figure 3a), while a trailing Crespin head119

(Figure 3b) is fixed to the rear of the model. The model train height (Lh) is 0.25 m with the train base having a120

width (Lb) of 0.16 m. Specific details of the geometry are confidential but note that the bounding box enclosing121

the train geometry is given in Section 6.2, Table 5. The definition of the characteristic length for the Reynolds122

number within the industrial train research community is motivated by difficulties in comparing different vehicle123

configurations. For example, the height of single- and double-deck vehicles can vary significantly but the widths124

are approximately constant due to the standard rail gauge the vehicles must operate on. A reference width of 3 m at125

full scale is commonly used in Europe. The scaled reference width provides the reference length used to compute126

the Reynolds number for the wind tunnel experiment. The Reynolds number is defined as Eq. (1),127
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R = ρLU/µ, (1)

where U , ρ, µ, and L are the freestream velocity, fluid density, fluid dynamic viscosity and the Reynolds length128

scale respectively.129

(a) Pencil head (streamlined) (b) Crespin head

Figure 3: Leading and trailing model train head configurations

3 Wind Tunnel Facility130

Experiments under low-speed flow conditions were conducted in the cross-wind facility Seitenwindkanal Göttin-131

gen (SWG) located in the Simulation Center of Aerodynamic Research in Transportation (SCART) in the Institute132

of Aerodynamics and Flow Technology at the DLR Göttingen. This facility is illustrated in Figure 4.133

134

Figure 4: 3D design image of the cross-wind facility (SWG) of DLR Göttingen

The SWG is equipped with a 9 m long test section with a cross section of 2.4 m (width) x 1.6 m (height). The135

wind tunnel is a continuously working, atmospheric Göttingen-type wind tunnel with a 3.13 contraction driven136

by a 0.5 MW compressor. It can be operated in the flow-speed range 2 < U < 65 m/s and the maximum Mach137

number that can be achieved in the SWG is ∼ 0.21. Wind tunnel measurements were performed at the bulk flow138

parameters given in Table 1.139

140
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U (m/s) T (K) P (hPa) R Mach Number ν (m2/s)
61.6 300 1013 9.4226e+05 0.177 1.568e-05

Table 1: Bulk flow parameters at tunnel conditions. Note ν is the kinematic viscosity.

The model is mounted on a splitter plate located 0.2 m above the lower tunnel wall. The distance from the model141

train nose to the upstream edge of the splitter plate is 1.8 m (11.25 Lb). Figure 5 illustrates the locations of142

Pitot-static tubes (U1, , U3) used for dynamic pressure measurements as well as the locations of Laser Doppler143

Anemometry cuts (L1, , L5) which traverse normal to the upper surface of the splitter plate.144

145

(a) View in the x-y plane. (b) View in the y-z plane.

(c) View in the x− z-plane

Figure 5: Locations of sensor positions relative to the model geometry. Note that the LDA line cut positions are shown
at positions (L1, · · ·, L5). Three y positions (±0.5, 0.0) m, together with five x positions relative to the plate leading edge
(−0.035, 0, 0.400, 0.80, 0.145) m are used. Only the LDA position at y = 0 is shown in the figures. The Pitot-static tube
locations within the tunnel reference frame are normalized with Lb here and are given by: xU1 = (0.37375, 0, 7.1875) (0.25
m down from the upper tunnel wall), xU2 = (0, 6.90625, 6.4375) (0.37m down from upper wall and 0.255m right of the left
side wall), xU3 = (1.65625, 0,−0.64062) (0.0975 m up from the lower tunnel wall).

The turbulence intensity levels in the mean flow direction, determined with hot-wire anemometry across the ver-146

tical centerline of the test section of the empty wind tunnel, were measured to be 0.12 percent at a bulk velocity147

at position U1 of 20 m/s and 0.24 percent for 60 m/s. These values satisfy EN 14067-6 specifications. Positions148

of the pitot static tubes are given in the caption of Figure 5. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was used to obtain149

velocity vectors of the averaged flow fields in the horizontal (x− y) and vertical (x− z) planes. These are shown150

in closer detail in Figure 6a and Figure 6b. A Nd-Yag laser with a pulse frequency of 10 Hz was used to generate151

the laser light sheet. Time shifts of 30 and 50µs, based on the comparative sizes of the PIV cuts, were selected152

for the horizontal and vertical light sheets respectively. Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacat droplets, with a mean diameter of153

1µm, were used as tracer particles and images were recorded using a PCO 2000 CCD camera with a resolution of154

2048 × 2048 pixels. Collection of the PIV data was performed over approximately 600 time frames, correspond-155

ing to a period of 70 seconds in physical time. Averages were assessed with 315 images for each run. Note that156

initial and final images were discarded. The intermediate slices were taken at intervals to reduce correlation effects157

between successive samples. Figure A.1 in Appendix A illustrates the variations in density and the x-velocity158

component for a typical single force measurement run at the operating conditions given in Table 1. Mean condi-159

tions vary slightly over the duration of the test period. The measuring time for data acquisition at higher Mach160
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numbers is limited since the SWG is not equipped with a heat exchanger. Therefore the wind tunnel flow bulk161

temperature increases at maximum through-flow conditions. As the fluid bulk temperature rises both the density162

and fluid viscosity decrease. A control system adapts the bulk fluid velocity to maintain the Reynolds number to163

within a set point deviation of less than±0.5%. The force and moment measurements that are performed using this164

method are highly reproducible. Note that the experiments have been optimized for the collection of aerodynamic165

drag.166

167

(a) Plane S1 given by (x,−0.05, z)m (b) Plane S2 given by (x, y, 0.12)m

Figure 6: PIV light sheet definitions.

4 Computational domain, CFD model and Turbulence Model168

Figure 7 illustrates the CFD model which includes the model, splitter plate and the SWG wind tunnel. Dimensions169

of the wind tunnel, plate, and refinement zones are given in Sections 2, 3 and Table 5 respectively.170

171

(a) Full domain. (b) View of model on Splitter Plate

sFigure 7: The computational domain.

Locations of the domain inflow and outflow surfaces are shown in Figure 7(a). All other surfaces are defined as172

no-slip walls with their boundary conditions given in Table 2 in Section 5. The boundaries of the refinement re-173

gions, projected in the z-direction, are indicated on the splitter plate in Figure 7(b). The CFD model includes all174
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mounting posts and mounting rails located underneath the splitter plate.175

176

5 The Numerical Method177

The solution of all equations used in the mathematical description of the flow was undertaken with the OpenFOAM178

library (Weller et al., 1998). Further details of the numerical solver used are provided in Appendix C. The incom-179

pressible form of the momentum and continuity equations, which form the basis for the mathematical description180

of the fluid flow, are written below:181

∂tu+ u · 5u = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u, (2)

5 · u = 0. (3)

Justification for the choice of the incompressible form of the Navier-Stokes equations is given in Appendix A.182

Turbulence effects are conventionally modeled by replacing the dynamic viscosity ν in Equation (2) with an effec-183

tive viscosity being given by ν∗ = ν + νT (Wilcox, 2006). The turbulence model used to provide this closure is184

described in Appendix B. Boundary conditions are shown in Table 2.185

186

P U k ω
Inflow ∇P · n = 0 U = Uin k = kin ω = ωin

Outflow P = P∞ ∇U · n = 0 ∇k · n = 0 ∇ω · n = 0
Non-slip walls ∇P · n = 0 U = 0 k = 0 ω = ωwall

Table 2: Boundary conditions - note that n is the unit face normal vector

Values of ω and µT at the wall used are based on a proposal by Menter et al. (2003). A blending function, based187

on the dimensionless wall distance y+, acts as an automatic wall treatment in order to minimize deterioration188

of wall model predictive abilities when a low Reynolds model is applied on an under-resolved grid. For inflow189

boundaries the turbulent eddy viscosity is computed as µT = k/ω, while a zero gradient condition is employed at190

the outflow. Table 3 provides data on the length of the data used for averaging. Integral data was stored for each191

iteration. Ensemble averaging was used to then determine when stationary values of the average force coefficients192

were returned. Equations were integrated from this point for an additional 10000 iterations in order to estimate193

average force coefficients. The table shows some variations in the number of iterations required for initialization194

due to unsteadiness in the underflow region and wake regions.195

Period Front nose Underfloor Wake Reference

MFN
1 MFN

3 MUF
1 MUF

3 MW
1 MW

3 Mref

Initialization 3896 5112 4116 4766 5156 4050 5323

Averaging 10000 10000 8000 5000 10000 10000 10000

Table 3: A comparison of the number of iterations used for initialization and for averaging.

6 CFD Studies196

CFD results are compared against experiment in this section. Integral forces are compared and an assessment197

on the best possible refinement strategy for agreement against the experimentally measured drag coefficient is198

provided. A brief discussion on the influence of the mesh refinement strategies on the computed surface pressure199

profiles is then provided. Finally PIV data in the wake are compared against the CFD.200

6.1 Validation of the CFD method201

The inflow tunnel conditions for the CFD were assessed at the design Reynolds number, given in Table 1, us-202

ing CFD. Computed and experimental velocity magnitudes at three pitot tube positions were compared. Table 4203
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contains the mean values of the measured velocity magnitude at the pitot tube positions U1,..3 together with the204

percentage variation of the computed magnitudes against the experiment at these positions, which is given by205

Eφ = 102 ∗
(
φnumerics − φexperiment

)
φ

. (4)

Here φ is the variable of interest (for this table φ is the averaged velocity magnitude U ). The experimental results206

were averaged over four separate tests runs, with the data collection for each time being of the order of several207

hundred flow integral time scales. The variation of O(3.5%) above the splitter is considered acceptable. This208

variation increases to O(12.6%) for the probe U3, which is located under the splitter plate. This is due to the highly209

unsteady velocity field induced by the support pylons for which a sufficiently fine mesh would be required to210

properly resolve essential under-plate flow physics. Additional resolution is not required here as the splitter plate211

effectively shields the model and the flow above the plate from this region.212

U1 (m/s) U1 (m/s) U1 (m/s)

Experiment 61.6 ± 0.25 61.4 ± 0.25 51.6 ± 0.21
Percentage error : Eq. 4

E(U ) -3.571 -3.5831 12.597

Table 4: Comparison of experimental and computed mean velocity magnitudes at static probe positions.

A zero pressure gradient flat plate problem was then used to validate both the choice of near-wall discretization213

mesh parameters and turbulence model. Of interest is the influence of near-wall gridding and near-wall turbulence214

model performance on predicting skin friction accurately. Two cases, at Reynolds numbers of 0.63 and 6.3 Mil-215

lion were considered (the Reynolds number is defined using Eq. (1) with Lb being replaced by the plate length)216

and compared against analytical profiles of skin friction, velocity and turbulence parameters. For the Menter-SST217

(Menter, 1994) turbulence model typical deviations in the profiles of predicted skin friction against published skin218

friction profiles for flat plates (with no roughness) were in the order of 2 percent up to a dimensionless wall dis-219

tance (rescaled by viscous units) of y+ < 100 (Fragner, 2015).220

221

6.2 Mesh Refinement Studies222

In this section the solutions returned by using identical numerics on sequences of refined meshes are compared and223

discussed at conditions given by Table 1. The general strategy chosen is to examine the effects of both a consistent224

refinement and derefinement of a reference mesh, selected by numerical experiment, on the force coefficients pre-225

dicted by the numerical scheme. Mesh refinement regions are selected on the specifications of Baker (Baker, 2010):226

227

• front nose (FN) region,228

• underflow (UF) region,229

• near and far wake (W) regions,230

• and attached boundary layers.231

The bounding box coordinates of the spatial volumes occupied by the model train and the refinement regions,232

defined within the coordinate system described in Figure 2, are given in Table 5.233
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Geometry x1/Lb x2/Lb y1/Lb y2/Lb z1/Lb z2/Lb

Model train -8.77019 8.71031 -0.61594 0.61594 -0.12125 1.72011

FN -9.68750 -7.2285 -1.0 1.0 -0.12125 1.8125

UF -7.2285 7.2285 -0.625 0.625 -0.12125 0.135

NW 7.2285 10.312 -1.0 1.0 -0.12125 1.8125

FW 10.312 15.625 -1.875 1.875 -0.12125 1.8125

Table 5: Bounding box dimensions normalized on the model width Lb.

In the following sections Mr
c is used to symbolically denote a refinement level c performed on a region r of the234

mesh M . The values of c are given by c = [−1, 0, 1], representing a single level of derefinement, no refinement,235

and a single level of refinement respectively. No refinement/derefinment for any region r exists in the reference236

mesh (c = 0),andM0 symbolically represents the reference mesh. For example, MFN
−1 denotes the reference mesh237

with a (single) derefinement in the front nose region. We define an operator L(Mr
c ) which returns the spatially238

averaged length scale of the mesh region Mr at some refinement level c. The following constraint for L(Mr
c ) is239

true for all refinements performed in this work:240

L(M0)/L(Mr
−1) ≈ L(Mr

1 )/L(M0) ≈ 2.0. (5)

241

Figure 8: Refinement regions.

242

Figure 9: Refinement regions and model embedded in background mesh.

243

Figure 8 illustrates the refinement regions used. A perspective of the refinement regions embedded into the ref-244

erence mesh is shown in Figure 9. Details of y+ and surface element length scales in the refinement regions are245

provided in Table 6. External to the refinement regions and walls, the embedding mesh away from walls consists246

of uniform hexahedral elements with a length scale of approximately Lb/5.247
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Mesh Front nose Underfloor Wake Reference

MFN
−1 MFN

1 MUF
−1 MUF

1 MW
−1 MW

1 M0

Train y+ values

Front nose 43 45 45 45 45 45 45

Underflow 27 33 27 33 33 33 33

Back nose 33 33 33 33 33 34 34

Train 35 35 35 34 35 34 34

Posts 30 29 29 32 31 31 31

Plate y+ values

Front nose 32 33 34 34 34 34 34

Underflow 33 33 27 33 32 32 32

Near Wake 30 36 30 32 28 31 31

Far Wake 36 36 36 36 36 36 36

Remaining 115 113 118 117 116 115 115

Surface element length scales (mm)

Front Nose 46.8 11.7 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4

Underflow 23.4 23.4 46.8 11.7 23.4 23.4 23.4

Near Wake 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 46.8 11.7 23.4

Far Wake 46.8 46.8 46.8 46.8 93.7 23.4 46.8

Table 6: Details of meshes used in the refinement study

The Open-FOAM tool, SnappyHexMesh, was used for mesh generation. The distribution of near-wall cells in248

the wall normal direction is uniquely specified by the number of layers, the expansion ratio (ratio of wall-normal249

length scales between successive control volumes) and the final or first layer thickness (HELYX, 2014). Values250

of y+ in the range y+ ∈ [29, 45], validated for the chosen turbulence model using the zero pressure gradient251

boundary layer problem discussed in Section 6.1, were selected. The required range of y+ values were returned252

with a combination of the final layer thickness at a fraction of 0.8 of the adjacent surface mesh size, an expansion253

ratio of 1.25, and with the number of wall layers varying from 5 to 8. Wall-normal control volume distributions254

were held fixed in the near-wall region for all refinements. Surface elements are modified as part of the refine-255

ment in directions tangent to the underlying surface. Table 6 illustrates that the variations in y+ values across the256

refinements performed are negligible. Note that near-wall resolution requirements for the hybrid wall function ap-257

proach used (Section 5) do not require y+ ≤ O(1) as do low Reynolds number wall modeling approaches (Wilcox,258

2006). Small variations in the fluid near-wall stresses are seen in the table, but these variations do not appear to259

play a significant role in the computed aerodynamic loads. Appendix D provides information on refinement lev-260

els and other relevant parameter settings used for the reference mesh generation. All meshes are compliant with261

the requirements of the EN-1407-6 standard. The constraint, given by Eq. (5), is satisfied across all refinements.262

Mesh length scales and y+ values outside of the refinement regions are sufficiently fine to predict the mean flow263

and are not discussed further in this work. Properties ofM0 can be deduced from the settings given in Appendix D.264

265

This work is primarily concerned with the prediction of drag. Lift is only of secondary importance for this paper.266

As noted in Section 3, the experiments are optimized for drag measurements only. Drag and lift coefficients are267

defined below by Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 respectively. Here D is the drag force, L is the lift force, q∞ is the dynamic268

pressure and S is the reference area (Anderson and Tannehill, 1984).269

Cd =
D

q∞S
(6)

Cl =
L

q∞S
(7)
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Differences between computed and measured drag coefficients are presented in terms of lift and drag count differ-270

ences against experiment, as well as the percentage error E given by (4),271

L (Cd) = 104
(
Cnumericsd − Cexperimentd

)
(8)

L (Cl) = 102
(
Cnumericsl − Cexperimentl

)
(9)

whereby, from the above equations, it is clear that one drag count is equivalent to4Cd=0.0001 and one lift count272

is equal to4Cl=0.01. The left-hand sides of equations (8) and (9) represent the differences between measured and273

computed values. The ratio of the viscous drag force to the total aerodynamic drag force is given by274

R =
Cνd

Cpd + Cνd
. (10)

R provides a metric for comparison against Figure 1. Results for the integral force analysis are shown in Table 7.275

Note that absolute values of the difference terms are not used: interest is in convergence towards an asymptotic276

limit. The value of R shown in the table is in correspondence with the values estimated in Figure 1, with most277

calculations returning a fraction of about 0.35. The fraction returned for the finest nose refinement is about 0.4278

due to the improved drag estimate. EN 14067-6 permits an upper limit of 3 percent for the variation between ex-279

perimentally and numerically assessed drag values. The nose refinement strategy provides drag coefficients which280

demonstrate an approach to an asymptotic limit over a sequence of three successive refinements with MFN
1 and281

returns an estimate which satisfies the EN-14067-6 requirement. The refinement in the near and far wake regions282

return errors against the experiment of 10 percent (357 drag counts) on average, and no asymptotic convergence to283

a limit is demonstrated.284

Mesh −Cd (ECd
) % L (Cd) −Cl (ECl

) % L (Cl) R −Cpd −Cνl −Cpl
Reference mesh

M0 0.3759 11.1 376 0.245 64.4 10 0.351 0.244 0.001 0.244

Near/far wake refinement

MW
−1 0.3717 9.9 334 0.253 69.8 11 0.357 0.239 0.001 0.252

MW
1 0.3745 10.7 362 0.245 64.4 10 0.345 0.245 0.001 0.244

Underflow refinement

MUF
−1 0.3225 -4.7 -158 0.197 32.2 5 0.349 0.192 0.001 0.196

MUF
1 0.3571 5.6 188 0.227 52.3 8 0.353 0.224 0.001 0.226

Front nose refinement

MFN
−1 0.3806 12.5 423 0.247 65.7 10 0.347 0.248 0.001 0.246

MFN
1 0.3351 -0.9 -32 0.202 35.6 6 0.397 0.202 0.001 0.201

Front nose and underflow refinement

MFN+UF
−1 0.3079 -8.9 -301 0.186 24.8 4 0.418 0.179 0.001 0.185

MFN+UF
1 0.3301 -2.4 -82 0.204 36.2 5 0.390 0.201 0.001 0.203

Experiment

Exp. 0.3383 ± 0.009 - - 0.149 ± 0.001 - - - - - -

Table 7: Comparison of force coefficients

Differences between the computed and experimental drag increase and then decrease as the underflow region is285

refined. An error of 5.6 percent (188 counts) is returned on the finest mesh. This error is of the same order as the286

magnitude of error computed on the coarsest mesh. The error magnitude is smaller in comparison to that of the287
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wake refinements but the EN-14067-6 requirement is not met. A smooth approach to a limit is not demonstrated,288

and convergence may be oscillatory. Additional refinement studies could be performed in this region however289

bounds on the error magnitude do not change significantly. Given the focus of the work, it is difficult to justify290

a case for further refinement of the reference mesh for a RANS method in the underflow and wake regions since291

these regions appear to be non-critical for model drag estimation. While this suggests that the refinement criterion292

for these two regions is possibly more demanding than that achieved in this work, the underflow and the wake293

regions contain a range of challenging flow phenomena (e.g. streamline curvature, adverse pressure gradients) for294

which weaknesses of the RANS approach are well documented (Wilcox, 2006; W. Haase and M.Braza and A.295

Revell, 2009). The goal of this paper is to identify mesh regions which are critical for drag prediction and results296

obtained in this work suggests that accurate prediction of the wake and underfloor regions may not be critical if the297

front nose flow is sufficiently well resolved. Table 8 presents guidelines for the wall normal resolution and mesh298

length scales for the refinement regions which are deduced from Table 6. These guidelines should be formally299

relevant for RANS linear eddy viscosity models at or near the Reynolds number used in this work.300

Refinement Region y+ L/Lb

Near Wake 28 0.1

Far Wake 55 0.21

Underflow 33 0.1

Nose 45 0.026

Table 8: Values of y+ and mesh length scales recommended for the test geometry at the Reynolds number given
in Table 1.

We follow the recommendations of Celik et al.(I. B. Celik and U. Ghia and P. J. Roache and C. J. Freitas and
H. Coleman and P. E. Raad, 2008) in estimating the numerical error of our calculations. The estimates are based
on a refinement of the Richardson extrapolation technique (L.F. Richardson, 1910), the Grid Convergence Index
method (GCI) (P. J. Roache, 1998). Mesh refinements in this work are not global, but are embedded locally within
the mesh. Furthermore, refinements are not applied uniformly to the regions abutting the drag inducing surfaces.
This makes application and interpretation of a method based on a global refinement difficult. Since our principal
concern is in the prediction of integral forces, defined on the model surface, we start by estimating a representative
surface mesh size. The observation that surface viscous stress contributions and the farfield solutions upstream of
the wake do not demonstrate an obvious dependence on the refinements preformed suggests a representative length
scale h based on the average size of the model’s surface mesh length scales, which can be given as

h =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(4Ai), (11)

where N is the total number of surface elements and 4Ai is the ith surface area element. The grid refinement is301

local to regions of the model surface and we look at GCI estimates based on the refined front nose region. This302

implies that we can use h ≈
√

1/N , where N is the number of faces covering the front nose region surface. Note303

that the surface faces are reasonably isotropic (verified by inspection and by inspection of the length scale ratios304

across refinements given in Table 9). Celik et al. suggests that the grid refinement factor r = hcoarse/hfine should305

be larger than 1.3. Three refinements are first chosen such that h1 < h2 < h3 with r21 = h2/h1 and r32 = h3/h2.306

The variable of interest estimated on each of these grids are given by φi, φ2 and φ3. The change in φ for each307

refinement is given by ε21 = φ2 − φ1 and ε32 = φ3 − φ2. Following Celik et al., fix-point iteration can be used to308

solve the following system to estimate the order of convergence p.309

p =
1

ln (r21)
|ln |ε32/ε21||+ q (p) (12)

q(p) = ln

(
rp21 − s
rp32− s

)
(13)

s = 1− sgn (ε32/ε21) (14)

An estimate of the exact solution φext, extrapolated from the fine grid solution, is given by

φext = (rp21φ1 − φ2) / (rp21 − 1) . (15)
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The fine grid convergence index is given by

CGIfine =
Fea21
rp21 − 1

, (16)

where the safety factor is F = 1.25 according to recommendations from NPARC (NPARC Alliance CFD Verifi-
cation and Validation Web Site, 2018) and ea21 is the approximate error for the fine grid solution given by

ea21 =

∣∣∣∣φ1 − φ2φ1

∣∣∣∣ . (17)

An evaluation of the GCI analysis for drag estimates returned by the CGI analysis for the front nose refinement is310

given in Table 9.311

Refinement r12 r23 p φext CGIfine

Cd 2.05 1.95 2 0.329 2%

Table 9: Estimates of CGI parameters for lift and drag returned from the finest nose refinement.

Based on a CGI evaluation of the refined nose region, the evaluation of the drag is second order in space. However,312

the estimated exact solution shows a 2.7 percent difference to the experiment. This lies within the EN 14067-6313

standard and, coupled with the estimated CGI index, suggests that results based on this mesh are acceptable for314

certification purposes. While Table 9 suggests that further refinement in the nose region may be of minimal benefit,315

it is clear that a more detailed evaluation of the CGI analysis for this problem should probably require more than316

three meshes in view of the variations observed for the underflow and wake regions.317

318

In Table 7 the integral drag for a mesh with both refined underflow and front nose regions is presented. Also319

shown is the drag predicted on a mesh with both derefined underflow and front nose regions. On the basis of the320

results shown in this table wake refinements are not included in a combined refinement analysis since there is little321

variation in drag between the three levels of wake refinement. The result returned from the combined derefined un-322

derflow and front nose mesh (MFN+Uf
−1 ) differs little from the solutions returned by the individual derefined nose323

and underflow solutions. The computed drag estimate from the mesh with the refined underflow and nose regions324

(MFN+UF
1 ) under-predicts the experiment by 2.4 percent, still satisfying the EN 14067-6 requirement. This result325

presents a slight degradation of the estimation returned by the finest nose refinement while considerably improving326

the drag estimate returned from the finest underflow refinement. Surface mesh resolution for the train nose is a327

dominant variable in controlling the quality of drag estimations by CFD.328

329

6.3 Surface Pressure Distributions330

In this section the influence of the mesh refinement strategy on vehicle surface pressure distributions along the331

symmetry axis (x, 0, z) m is discussed. Surface pressure distributions that are returned by all refinements along332

the model’s roof are identical, as seen in Figure 10a. The combination of a relatively uniform wall-normal reso-333

lution and a constant on-flow velocity act, together with a well resolved reference mesh, to make the roof surface334

pressure distribution along the centerline essentially independent of the mesh refinement strategy. Note that the335

oscillation in the pressure at x=-0.7 m corresponds to a small bump in the surface geometry at this position. The336

underside surface pressure distributions are not significantly influenced by the refinements until the underflow337

starts to interact with the down flow over the train’s rear head. In Figure 10b the influence of the first mounting338

post on the centerline distribution is illustrated. After the disturbance from the wake shed by the post, the surface339

pressure becomes independent of the mesh refinement. Differences in the wake region are due to reduced control340

volume sizes for the underfloor refinement and to changes in the underflow arising from the front nose refinement.341

Changes in the character of the underflow due to the nose refinement are seen in Figure 10c, where the magnitude342

of the pressure coefficient variations due to the wakes attached to the mounting posts are larger than those returned343

from the underflow and wake refinements. As the underflow enters the wake region the surface pressure contours344

(Figure 10d) demonstrate some slight variations. Pressure recovery is slightly improved at the rear floor region due345

to effect of the underflow refinement. This may be due to the influence of a reduction in numerical dissipation for346

the refined underflow mesh region on the computed pressure gradients.347

348
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(a) Roof (b) First mounting pylon

(c) Second mounting Pylon (d) Rear head

Figure 10: Surface pressure contour plots along the symmetry axis at (x, 0, z)m on the finest mesh refinements.
Note: The contour of the train is provided in (a) to assist in interpretation of the surface pressure data.

6.4 PIV Measurements in the Wake349

Figures 11 and 12 present PIV data in the orthogonal plane surfaces S1(x, y) and S2(x, z) respectively. The spatial350

resolution of the PIV system is 3.5 mm (0.03Lb). The estimation error for the mean velocity at a point is bounded351

approximately by the measured RMS at the point and by the resolution of the PIV camera system. The measured352

RMS, normalized on the freestream velocity, varied from 20 percent for near-wall and wake regions to less than 5353

percent elsewhere. The magnitude of the in-plane velocity fields are given by the following two equations for S1354

and S2:355

Uxy =

√
u2 + v2

U∞
, (18)

Uxz =

√
u2 + w2

U∞
. (19)

Here u,v, and w are the (time-averaged) velocity components. Figure 11 compares both the PIV and computed356

in-plane velocity magnitudes and directions in the x − y plane for the finest mesh refinements. The plots exhibit357

qualitative differences against the PIV data. There is little apparent variation between the CFD solutions which358

underestimate the extent of the trailing vortices and the effect these vortices have on the mean field through un-359

steady mixing. A direct consequence is that the velocity magnitude in the wake region is over-predicted. The main360

features in the PIV data are reproduced in the CFD.361
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(a) PIV (b) Mesh MW
1 (c) Mesh MUF

1 (d) Mesh MFN
1

(e) Contour levels

Figure 11: Comparison for finest refinements of Uxy in the S1 plane.

(a) PIV (b) Mesh MW
1 (c) Mesh MUF

1 (d) Mesh MFN
1

(e) Contour levels

Figure 12: Comparison for finest refinments of Uxz in the S2 plane.

(a) Profile of u at X = (1.5, y, 0.12)m along the S1 plane. (b) Profile of u at X = (1.5,−0.05, z)m along the
S2 plane.

Figure 13: Comparison of the u velocity component returned from the refined meshes against PIV data.

Figure 12 compares both the PIV and computed in-plane velocity magnitudes and directions in the x-z plane for362

the finest mesh refinements. All plots exhibit qualitative differences against the PIV. The solution returned on the363

finest nose refinement shows the best qualitative agreement against the PIV data. In all of these figures a “jet” of364

high momentum fluid starts at approximately halfway up the train nose. This structure is generated by the trailing365

vortex system. For the underflow and wake refinements this region is significantly over-predicted and penetrates366
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into the existing underflow. Figure 13 illustrates contours of the u-velocity component along cutting lines in the367

S1 and S2 planes. The CFD and PIV data are in good agreement far from the wake region but notable differences368

are seen in the wake region. The CFD overestimates the measured u component but the trends seen in the PIV369

data are largely replicated. The flattening of the velocity profile about the wake centerline is essentially predicted370

by all CFD calculations, but unsteady flow resolving methods are needed to better match the experiment results371

in the wake. Despite the differences apparent in comparisons between experiment and CFD, the previous section372

demonstrates that the wake flow plays a lower order role in the vehicle drag and does not need to be rigorously373

addressed.374

7 Computational Efficiency375

Calculations were performed on the DLR’s SCART2 HPC cluster located in Göttingen, Germany. The SCART2376

cluster used during this work is a distributed memory parallel computer with 256 nodes. Each node is equipped377

with two Intel Ivy-Bridge (10-Core) processors and a 64Gb high speed memory (1866 MHz) card. The SuSE378

Linux Enterprise server (SLED11 SP3) is used as the operating system on each node. The system supports various379

flavors of OpenMPI built against the GNU 4.3 and Intel compilers. This work used a version of OpenFOAM built380

using the system OpenMPI-1.4.3 libraries and GCC compiler. Further details of the SCART cluster are proprietary381

but can be found in Lapeira et al. (L. Lapeira and B. Wiegers and T.Alrutz, 2015) by request. Meshes were of the382

order of 40-80 million points and a domain decomposition method using 80-180 domains was applied to the solu-383

tion of the discrete linear system. A converged solution of the equations is assumed when the convergence criterion384

specified in Appendix C were satisfied. The number of points per domain was dependent upon available resources385

(the SCART2 cluster is heavily utilized) and data exchange requirements (the parallel speedup in OpenFOAM is386

approximately linear for the number of processors used but the available number of processes is dependent on the387

cluster usage and it was not possible to operate with a fixed number of processors). The solver required approxi-388

mately 3.3e-6 seconds per iteration per mesh point per domain for a 42.2 million point grid decomposed into 120389

domains. A satisfactory load balancing across partitions was achieved with the OpenFOAM partitioning library.390

391

Initial flow fields were generated initially by a potential flow method - this step assists in reducing initial transient392

effects which generally require a significantly larger computational time to dampen out. Note that OpenFOAM393

provides functionality to map solutions across meshes but we did not use this method as a means to further re-394

duce the initialization time required. There may be an advantage in using mapping technique to reduce overall395

computational time but this question is not addressed in this work. The use of domain decomposition methods396

significantly reduced the memory requirement per domain, as well as reducing the computational time required397

per iteration. However, as noted previously in this section, the number of available computational nodes was398

dependent on cluster usage. Using an estimate of the convective time scale (based on the reference velocity and399

model width), an unsteady convective time unit can be computed in 6 hours wall time on the assumption that a time400

step of one hundredth of the convective time step is chosen. Based on experience with other geometries, at least401

several hundred convective time units are required in order to properly assess second-order flow correlations. This402

requires significant computational effort. For the steady calculations presented in this paper results are obtained403

in considerable shorter time. The results in this paper partially justify the fact that industrial practitioners favor404

steady methods albeit at some cost in modeling accuracy.405

406

8 Conclusions407

A numerical grid refinement study, based on a RANS modeling approach, has been conducted and compared408

against experimental data on the flow about a simplified short-length model train. The front nose, underflow and409

wake regions about the train were independently refined. The resolution of the nose region plays a major role410

for an accurate estimation of the drag force. The effect of mesh refinement in the wake and underflow regions411

did not return any clear benefits. While this observation partially demonstrates a limitation of RANS methods412

in separated flows, the principal concern for RANS based industrial methods should be in properly modeling the413

pressure drag that arises from the front of the vehicle. The interaction of the underflow with down-flow over the414

rear train head and the wake is highly complex and presents a challenge to modern industrial turbulence modeling.415

The results obtained in this work suggest accurate modeling of this region appears to be of secondary importance416

for useful drag estimations. Preliminary guidelines for adequate mesh resolution with regard to the question of417

drag assessment have been given in the paper but it should be again noted that these recommendations are formally418

valid for RANS solutions of vehicles of equivalent geometries and Reynolds number.419
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Appendices424

A Justification for an incompressible analysis425

Figure A.1: Profiles of density and velocity changes over a typical test period of 100 seconds. Changes in density and velocity
are scaled with respect to reference values of density (ρo) and the mean bulk velocity (Uo).

Figure A.1 illustrates the variation in density and stream-wise velocity over a single force measurement run at426

the operating conditions given in Table 1. Combination of the equation for momentum conservation for a steady427

inviscid flow (assuming no external forces)428

ρUdU = −dP (A.1)

with the isentropic flow relation429

dP = γ
P

ρ
dρ (A.2)

where γ is the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and constant volume, yields the following relationship430

relating Mach number to the change in density431

−M2 dU

U
=

dρ

ρ
. (A.3)

From inspection of CFD and PIV data the ratio dU/U is set to an upper limit of ∼ 0.75. The density change432

over a typical run is estimated to be of ∼ 0.025 from Figure A.1 so that the Mach number limit for this density433

change is ∼ 0.2. From Table 1 the Mach number in the wind tunnel experiment is ∼ 0.2 so that an assumption of434

incompressibility at tunnel conditions is justified, albeit close to the upper limits of incompressibility.435

B The Menter-SST Turbulence Model436

The Menter-SST (Shear-Stress Transport) model (Menter, 1994) forms the basis of the implementation in Open-437

FOAM. This model, using a linear eddy viscosity model based on the Boussinesq assumption, is often used for438

industrial applications.439

τij = 2µt

(
Sij −

1

3

∂uk
∂xk

σij

)
− 2

3
ρσij . (B.1)
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Note that for constant density flows ∂uk

∂xk
= 0. It should be noted that solution algorithm used for the pressure440

equation fixes a divergence free velocity field for the converged velocity field. The symmetric second-order velocity441

gradient tensor Sij is given by442

Sij =
1

2

(
∂uj
∂xi

+
∂ui
∂xj

)
. (B.2)

The conservative form of this two-equation turbulence model is written below as443

∂ (ρk)

∂t
+
∂ (ρujk)

∂xj
= P − β?ρkω +

∂

∂xj

[
(µ+ σkµt)

∂k

∂xj

]
(B.3)

∂ (ρω)

∂t
+
∂ (ρujω)

∂xj
, =

γ

νt
P − βρω2 +

∂

∂xj

[
(µ+ σωµt)

∂ω

∂xj

]
, (B.4)

+2 (1− F1)
ρσω2
ω

∂k

∂xj

∂ω

∂xj
.

Note that in this work the time derivative terms above dissappear since steady-state calculations are made. Produc-444

tion of turbulent kinetic energy P is given by445

P = τij
∂uj
∂xj

. (B.5)

A production limiter (Menter, 1994) is implemented and P in the k equation is replaced by min (P, 20β?ρωk).446

The OpenFOAM version uses a value of 10 instead of 20. The turbulent viscosity is modeled by447

µt =
ρa1k

max (a1ω,ΩF2)
. (B.6)

Note that Ω =
√

2WijWij is the vorticity magnitude where448

Wij =
1

2

(
∂ui
∂xj
− ∂uj
∂xi

)
. (B.7)

The use of the vorticity magnitude in the above equation is based on dimensional reasoning, and a later form of449

the SST model (Menter et al., 2003) uses the strain invariant S =
√

2SijSij in place of the vorticity magnitude.450

All constants are blended between inner (1) and outer (2) constants, whereby inner constants are representative of451

boundary layer properties and the outer constants are representative of the farfield flow behavior. Simple linear452

blending is used via the following linear scheme453

φ = F1φ1 + (1− F1)φ2. (B.8)

Model closure is obtained by the application of the following equations:

F1 = tanh (arg1 ) ,

arg1 = min

[
max

( √
k

β?ωd
,

500ν

d2ω

)
,

4ρσω2k

CDkωd2

]
,

CDkω = max

(
2ρσω2

1

ω

∂k

∂xj

∂ω

∂xj
, 10−20

)
,

F2 = tanh
(
arg2

2

)
,

arg2 = max

(
2

√
k

β?ωd
,

500ν

d2ω

)
,

where d is the distance from a field point to the nearest wall. Model constants are listed in Table B.1. Additional454

limiters within the OpenFOAM code were added to prevent accumulation of floating point errors and to prevent455

division by zero. Terms like ωd were computed as max (ωd, ωmindmin). Note that ωmin and dmin are set to the456

smallest representable floating point number ε ≈ O(10−16) for double precision calculations.457
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γ1 = β1

β? − σω1κ
2

√
β? γ2 = β2

β? − σω2κ
2

√
β?

σk1 = 0.85 σω1 = 0.5 β1 = 0.075

σk2 = 1.0 σω2 = 0.856 β2 = 0.0828

β? = 0.09 κ = 0.41 a1 = 0.31

Table B.1: SST model coefficients

C Numerical Simulation Tools458

The numerical equations describing the evolution of the fluid have been solved using the open source OpenFOAM459

libraries (Weller et al., 1998). We use a commercial version of this library (HELYX-Core 2.2_engysEdition-1.1)460

provided by ENGYS Ltd (for further details on ENGYS the reader is referred to the web site www.engys.com)461

for both the numerical solver and for mesh generation (snappyHexMesh). The steady state version of the solver462

is used. Parameter settings for the solver are related mostly to the choice of the discretization operator. Bounded463

gradient limiters are chosen for turbulence variables in order to prevent overshoots in the gradient estimation and464

to assist in maintaining stability, as can be surmised by inspection of the following fragment from the fvSchemes465

dictionary.466

gradSchemes467

{468

default Gauss linear;469

grad(k) cellLimited Gauss linear 1;470

grad(omega) cellLimited Gauss linear 1;471

}472

A second-order upwind-biased unbounded operator has been chosen for inviscid flux terms, while a second-order473

central differencing operator is used on viscous fluxes.474

divSchemes475

{476

default Gauss linear;477

div(phi,U) Gauss linearUpwindV grad(U);478

div(phi,k) Gauss linearUpwind grad(k);479

div((nuEff*dev(grad(U).T()))) Gauss linear;480

}481

Surface normal gradients are estimated with a scheme that is second order for orthogonal meshes. If orthogonal-482

ity of the mesh decreases, explicit corrections are applied which can drive the solution into an unstable regime.483

Potential instabilities are stabilized by applying a limiter as follows.484

default limited 0.333;485

The Laplacian operator is a combination of the divergence and gradient operators and is descretized via Gauss’s486

theorem. Again a limiter is used to suppress instabilities as follows:487

default Gauss linear limited 0.333;488

The Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations (Patankar and Spalding, 1972) is used to solve the489

discrete equations. The equations were solved sequentially until convergence, which was assumed when residuals490

reduced to a level below a threshold of O
(
10−6

)
with the divergence of the velocity field being less than 10−10.491

The linear system of equations arising from the implicit temporal discretization contains a high degree of sparsity492

and was solved iteratively using a preconditioned conjugate gradient method. Diagonal based incomplete Cholesky493

pre-conditioning was applied to the pressure correction equation while a preconditioned bi-conjugate method with494

a simplified diagonal based incomplete LU pre-conditioner is used for the other dependent variables.495

D Mesh Generation Dictionary496

Useful parameter settings of the snappyHexMesher control dictionary are given in the following dictionary frag-497

ment.498

499
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• Initialization500

castellatedMesh true;501

debug 1;502

snap true;503

addLayers true;504

autoBlockMesh false;505

crackDetection false;506

• castellatedMeshControls (Refined Surfaces)507

features ( );508

nCellsBetweenLevels 3;509

refinementSurfaces {510

face groups of refinment surface511

{512

level (0 0);513

wind tunnel elements514

{515

wall 1516

{517

level(2 2);518

refineSurfaceBoundary true;519

featureRefineAngle 60;520

}521

}522

model surface elements523

{524

walls525

{526

level(4 4);527

refineSurfaceBoundary true;528

featureRefineAngle 60;529

}530

}531

532

splitter plate533

{534

walls535

{536

level(4 4);537

refineSurfaceBoundary true;538

featureRefineAngle 60;539

}540

• castellatedMeshControls (Refinement Regions)541

542

regions adjacent to wind tunnel wall543

{544

mode inside;545

levels ( ( 1 0 ) );546

regions547

{548

a wall549

{550

mode distance;551

levels ( ( 0.015 2 ) );552

}553
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}554

}555

556

regions adjacent to train walls557

{558

mode inside;559

levels ( ( 1 0 ) );560

regions561

{562

a wall563

{564

mode distance;565

levels ( ( 0.002 4 ) );566

}567

}568

}569

570

region adjacent to plate571

{572

mode inside;573

levels ( ( 1 0 ) );574

regions575

{576

a wall577

{578

mode distance;579

levels ( ( 0.004 3 ) ); //forward of train580

levels ( ( 0.004 3 ) ); //under front nose refinment581

levels ( ( 0.002 3 ) ); //under underflow region582

levels ( ( 0.002 3 ) ); //under near wake583

levels ( ( 0.004 3 ) ); //under far wake584

}585

}586

}587

• Castellation Controls588

locationsInMesh ( ( -1.9 0 0 ) );589

maxLocalCells 100000000;590

maxGlobalCells 1000000000;591

minRefinementCells 100;592

maxLoadUnbalance 0.1;593

resolveFeatureAngle -60;594

featureRefineAngle 20;595

refineSurfaceBoundary false;596

allowFreeStandingZoneFaces false;597

balanceThenRefine true;598

nGapRefinements 0;599

minZoneRegionSize 0;600

wrapper601

{602

wrap false;603

outlets ( inlet outlet ffmaxy ffminy ffmaxz ffminz );604

cutoff 1000;605

volSources true;606

volDistance 1;607

meshInMM false;608

maxIter 200;609

writeFields false;610
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invert false;611

}612

• Layer Controls613

addLayersControls614

{615

layers616

{617

"windtunnel_walls.*"618

{619

nSurfaceLayers 8; \\ for wind tunnel walls and far wake region620

nSurfaceLayers 5; \\ for all other regions621

}622

}623

relativeSizes true;624

expansionRatio 1.25;625

finalLayerThickness 0.8;626

minThickness 0.2;627

featureAngleMerge 45;628

featureAngleTerminate 80;629

nRelaxIter 5;630

maxFaceThicknessRatio 2.0;631

maxThicknessToMedialRatio 0.3;632

minMedialAxisAngle 90;633

maxLayerIter 30;634

growConvexEdge true;635

growConcaveEdge true;636

growUpPatches true;637

preBalance false;638

layerRecovery 1;639

640

}641

• Mesh quality controls642

maxNonOrtho 70;643

maxBoundarySkewness 20;644

maxInternalSkewness 4;645

maxConcave 80;646

minFlatness 0.5;647

minVol 1e-14;648

minTetQuality -1e+30;649

minArea 1e-13;650

minTwist 0.05;651

minDeterminant 0.0001;652

minFaceWeight 0.08;653

minVolRatio 0.025;654

minTriangleTwist -0.99;655

nSmoothScale 10;656

errorReduction 0.75;657

A typical mix of control volume type numbers obtained for MFN
3 is as follows; hexahedra (115031790), prisms658

(488105), wedges (41533), pyramids (155), tet wedges (4712), tetrahedra (45003) and polyhedra (1584361). It659

would be ideal for the characterization of numerical dissipation effects to use only one element type for volume and660

and one type for surface discretizations but we were unable to achieve this for a hybrid mesh with the OpenFOAM661

mesher. This may be possible with more recent versions but this has not been explored. A pure tetrahedral mesh662

satisfies this requirement but the attached boundary layers requires high resolution in the wall-normal direction663
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only. A significantly larger number of tetrahedral volumes of aspect ratio O(1) would be required to resolve wall-664

normal regions in comparison to hexahedral or prismatic volumes where aspect ratios in directions tangent to the665

wall can be of O(1000) or larger.666
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